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12/1 The Moon is VOC* from 6:27 a.m. ET to 9:45 a.m.  Once the moon enters Pisces @ 9:45 a.m. ,
creativity heightens, although clarity in communications is essential. Avoid any contractual
agreements, especially involving neighbors, siblings or anything to do with your car. This can feel like
an inspired day for some, so enjoy the magic and your rose-colored glasses. 
Today a Venus/ Pluto picture in the sky amplifies any magnetic draw you may feel In a relationship,
and/or the  pull for money or material goods. This can be quite consuming, especially for Earth signs:
Capricorn, Taurus and Virgo. This is not a “logical” attraction, whatever you may tell yourself. If
entering the situation threatens an already existing commitment, find a way to gain perspective,
through a trusted confident (and/or your astrologer!) At the very least, don’t rush into anything; see if
the draw continues over the next couple of weeks.
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course:… in Aquarius you are apt to get caught up in a discussion or a cause
which has no resolution. This is an excellent time to visit with friends or bounce around ideas, for pure
recreation. If you’re trying to solve a problem, you can connect the dots much more effectively in the
next couple of days.

12/2 Confused messages and rerouted transit may get you off on a jerky start this morning. Short
tempers don’t help the situation; even if you feel justified, it seldom helps to be pugnacious. It may be
important to stand your ground, but do it with authority, not with a sense of entitlement. Above all,
listen and parrot back so you’re certain both sides understand one another.

The moon is VOC* as of 1:06  p.m. ET. This goes on through tomorrow evening, so put any final
decisions or contract on hold. It behooves you to let them “cook”, while you leave yourself open to
serendipity. Enjoy dance, music and art. Reflect. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Pisces, creativity
may be high, if one is already in the midst of a project. Inspiration is more fluid than electric. This is
also an excellent time to meditate and do conscious prayer or volunteer activities.

12/3 The VOC* moon in Pisces most of the day, signals a “time out” on frantic schedules and
deadlines. Instead of creating a schedule with demands, enjoy one where you can drift, dream or
gather your thoughts. Once the moon enters Aries at 8:51 p.m. ET, you may find yourself “back on
land”: action is required. Pace yourself; tomorrow is a new day. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in
Pisces, creativity may be high, if one is already in the midst of a project. Inspiration is more fluid than
electric. This is also an excellent time to meditate and do conscious prayer or volunteer activities.

12/4 The Aries moon indicates possible conflict today, because of the Cardinal Catalyst in the sky.
This can be challenging if you have Cardinal signs (Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn) in your
horoscope. Be alert to conflicts in communication and transit. Unexpected occurrences may throw
you, but they don’t have to have any lasting repercussions. Tensions smooth out in the evening and
all’s well that ends well. Remember to count your blessings.

12/5 After yesterday’s stop & starts, today may feel as though the car is in 5th gear and the roadways
clear. A Venus/Mars picture in the morning suggests harmonious agreements. It’s as though suddenly
everyone wants to go in the same direction and you enjoy a temporary flow. You can cover a great
deal of ground today and if you wish, put into action a project or decision.

12/6 The moon is VOC* from 6:13 a.m. ET to 9:34 a.m. Once the moon enters the sign of Taurus,
people slow down and decisions may be more thoughtfully made. Although this can lead to stronger



groundwork, this isn’t necessarily a plus, if someone is resistant to change. Instead of making yourself
crazy (when you find yourself confronted with an immovable object... and this could be you), focus
instead on building your confidence with financial knowledge or conversations with powerful allies.
Linger over meals; appreciate what you have. ‘Tis the season to think of others, so you might want to
volunteer or gather goodies for a food pantry.  If you concentrate on the glass half-full, you will see
more potential in time. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Aries, do some movement- either exercise,
walk or drive… because the desire to move forward can be thwarted by the VOC. If you’re going
somewhere new make sure you have clear directions and a map because fast movement can miss
turns.

12/7 Focus can be very good today if you need to follow-through on an existing project. You may
encounter a great deal of good-will and when the situation allows it, even overtures of romance. The
lasting quality of personal relationships has everything to do with its history. In other words, you can
enjoy fleeting encounters with pleasant strangers or deepening an existing relationship. But if you
embark on a romance or business agreement with someone new, it may very well evaporate. If that’s
the case, you might wait a couple of days when more information aids your decision.
Enjoy a leisurely dinner in comfortable surroundings; there’s only so much you can do today anyway.
 It doesn’t matter if this is in a well-appointed restaurant, a neighborhood haunt or your own home.
Taking time to savor life’s pleasures is one of life’s greatest rewards no matter how simple. What is
essential is that the experience satisfies the senses.

12/8 This is not a good day to begin any enterprise, especially if it’s end result is about greater
security, either emotionally or financially. Better to flush out whatever “holes” might be in an project.
You may encounter mysterious situations or dead ends. It may be more to your advantage to work on
existing tasks rather than trying to resolve a new concept.
The moon is VOC* from 6:40 p.m. to 9:53 p.m. ET.  Once the moon enters Gemini, answers can be
more satisfactory… or you can end up with many more points of view. Unexpected messages may fly
in, but keep in mind, just because an idea is presented, does not mean you have to act on it. *Moon
VOC/Void-of-Course… in Taurus, relaxation is demanded. You can try to
accomplish a big task, but that couch looks awfully inviting. Give in and let
yourself enjoy a leisurely lunch and your productivity will increase afterwards.

12/9 There is a strong impulse to complete projects and clear your desk today. Since this is the day
before the Full Moon and in the sign of Gemini, you may experience a high level of impatience and/or
frustration. It’s as though you’re fishing over a lake and you keep seeing glimmers of a big fish, but no
bites. Remember to breathe today, especially if you experience the desire to push faster. There is
more “flow” tomorrow; see the brakes in today’s events as necessary for your own well-being (even if
you can’t figure out why).
Watch the speed limit, make full stops and tell yourself “I have plenty of time”. Look around you or you
may miss serendipitous opportunities. It’s a good day to move through correspondence.If editing is not
your strength, you may want to hold it in your draft folder and give it one last look tomorrow before you
hit “send”.

12/10 Uranus goes direct at 2:05 a.m. ET. Depending on your sensitivity to the planet that
symbolizes: “great awakening”, you may have a restless sleep. Use breath exercises to relax back
and/or keep a notebook to jot down whatever feels important, so you can go back to sleep. When
Uranus is in direct motion, sudden impulses or surprises are more apt to motivate action. Lights may
literally pop on or light bulbs short out.

The Gemini Full moon occurs at 9:36 a.m. ET and is also a Lunar Eclipse. The degree is 18 Gemini-
11. The Sabian symbol for the Moon is “A large archaic volume” and for the Sun is “Pelicans moving
their habitat”. This brings to mind a cluster of images, such as outmoded rules of government or
education pitted against a sea bird's instinct for survival. Pelicans were some of the many birds coated



with oil from the Gulf and they are dependent on a vibrant fish population for their existence. Since the
other heavenly bodies directly engaged in the eclipse are Ceres & Mars, it's likely “food” as a
commodity comes under scrutiny, not just within government, but for how it's handled in your
neighborhood. One man's vegetable garden becomes another man's eyesore. Musing further about
an archaic volume, might indicate ancient wisdom or texts that are forgotten in lieu of our own primal
instinct for survival. If humans don’t use heads and hearts as well as instincts, the prognosis is not
favorable.

Eclipses tend to be volatile energy, not necessarily bad, but a bit hard to harness, depending what
else is happening. In this case, you may have a great deal of focus for communication and contracts,
especially anything that involves siblings or neighbors. Eclipses can open a the next doorway of
insight, but you may need some time to unravel its true meaning. Because of the Uranus movement,
energy is a bit erratic, so do your best to keep present, especially when you’re in movement. When
people are too much in their head and not paying attention to their bodies, accidents can happen.

12/11  The moon is VOC* from 5:25 a.m. to 8:26 a.m. ET. Once the moon enters the sign of Cancer,
we’re entering that “mine field” of the Cardinal Cross. The moon encounters confrontations over
couple of days, first with Uranus (symbolizing disruptions, short-tempers), then Pluto (power
struggles, lack of control) and Saturn (feelings of being short-changed). Needless to say, this is a time
to take care of yourself, especially if you’ve got Cancer, Aries, Capricorn or Libra in your horoscope.
Give and take is important at this time and the awareness that compromise cannot be at the cost of
losing your integrity. On the other hand, gripping tightly to something or someone who no longer “fits”
you is simply not going to hold.
Family dinners may be fraught with disagreements or tension if you have trouble relinquishing control.
 The EFT practitioner Melinda Martin points out: “is it more important to be right or in a relationship?”
Take a breath and get clear of what is more important to you at this place in time and in the
relationship that causes stress. Perspective increases in the late evening, so you might want to
withdraw from the situation and sleep on it. Calmness may be restored if you can find a body of water
 to reflect on or take a bath. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Gemini, conversations can be
particularly misunderstood; avoid important correspondence or phone calls. Great time to clean out
old emails and tidy up your desktop.

12/12 Some of yesterday’s tension may hang around, depending on how personally you’re affected by
the big picture in the sky. Nonetheless, the sense of getting things done is enhanced and you can
move in directions that give an overall sense of accomplishment as long as you’re not initiating
anything. Curl up on a comfy couch with a big bowl of soup in the evening and a favorite cuddle
partner or pillow. It's an evening to nest and recharge. If you feel fragile, hold off any big conversations
until later in the week... maybe much later! 

12/13 If you can curl up in your cocoon this morning, if may be more comfortable than dealing with the
harsh outer world. Don't let someone put the kabosh on your emotions, unless you're wanting to
tighten them yourself. Still, you can limit wishes without cutting out your raison d'etre (reason for
existence!) The Moon is *VOC from 11:05 am to 4:48 pm ET.
Once the moon enters Leo, exuberance returns and/or perhaps some strong agendas. This can be
very exciting, but with Mercury turning direct, there can be erratic or unexpected occurrences. Those
who deal easily with spontaneity and upsets may shine brilliantly. Conversations can be inspired late
into the night, but if you want to retain the thought, jot it down or it may evaporate with the dawn.
Fun night for cultural events or romantic interludes. A romance begun at this time may be delicious,
but like ice-cream, not last very long. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Cancer, be by the water, time
with family or sifting through memorabilia. Lovely time to enjoy a picnic or meal with no time
constraints.

12/14 The Leo moon encourages playfulness and creativity, especially for fire and air signs. There



may be a great deal of high ambitions and drama expressed, although not met by follow-through over
the long run. Enjoy the show, capture the aspects that you can put to use another day and keep a
sense of humor. This is a great day for inspiration and fun.

12/15 Similar energy to yesterday, but with extra support from authority and/or people higher up. If
you're in the middle of a proposal or rubbing shoulders with people you want to know better, do your
best to grab onto something concrete. People may promise the stars, but unless you get it in writing or
a verifiable appointment, promises may evaporate like mist. The moon is VOC* at 8:20 pm through
10:58 pm ET. Once it enters the sign of Virgo, collect whatever loose ends are drifting about. Actions
taken now bode well for fruitful results. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Leo, you do well to play: window-shop, go to a
museum or performance, flirt, make some artwork.

12/16 Early risers may hit some morning snares; think twice before you say what pops into your mind.
List-makers benefit from well-chosen priorities, because activities begun today go better than planned,
especially for those willing to cover all the details. Those who love productivity are in their element
today; that doesn't mean nose-to-the-grindstone for everyone, but it does mean focusing on the
present and avoiding procrastination. Any kind of therapy or bodywork gets exponential results
through Saturday, so indulge in self-care.

12/17 Similar energy to yesterday. The Virgo moon shines on acts of service; if you give volunteer
time or charity today the effects splay out like concentric circles. You can't know the total magnitude of
your gift, but the impulse to give or volunteer is a muscle worth exercising. Visit the sick or
housebound; give to your favorite animal cause. Give within your means or time-frame however,
because any tendency to overdo is not productive in the long run. Take care of yourself today, not just
others. The moon is VOC* at 9:29 pm ET. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Virgo, it’s great for organizing, finessing a
project or exercise routine and clearing out closets.

12/18 The moon enters Libra at 3:06 am ET. You may wake up and feel like all the love of the last
couple of days has disappeared with your dreams. This is a temporary feeling, which may affect you
personally, especially if you have Libra, Aries, Cancer or Capricorn prominent in your horoscope.
Regardless, a Venus/Saturn picture in the sky may emphasize a sense of what you lack, as well as
negative spin on the news. You may feel thwarted or limited in a conversation with someone important
to you. See this as a time to make you aware of problems; you don't have to solve them today
although in some cases it might seem best to disengage. If a situation has outworn its usefulness, this
may well be the time to walk away. However, when you're not the one who makes that decision, it may
feel particularly painful. Ease away from stress by enjoying the themes highlighted by a Libra moon:
dancing, music and delightful companions.

12/19 For some people, yesterday’s intensity lessens, for others it magnifies. The common theme is to
nurture relationships of integrity. There's no point holding on to a partner, whether for business or
pleasure, who is not meeting you on an equal plane. When someone hasn't been honest, this is a
reckoning time. This can strengthen character and increase the “glue” in relationships that work. It can
also feel lonely. Do something particularly nice for yourself, especially if you're feeling like the “odd
wo/man out”. It doesn't have to be expensive (if part of the lack feels financial). Wear a favorite outfit
and compliment yourself. Avoid self-criticism at all costs, unless it's a constructive adjustment.

12/20 The moon is VOC* from 4:49 am to 5:33 am ET. Once the moon enters Scorpio, decisiveness
returns, but not right away. Choices are made and there may be a renewed sense of vision, almost a
resurrection quality in some cases. Venus enters Aquarius, which begins a cycle of new ideas and
stimuli. The hardest part may be anything that demands moderation, because there's an “over the top”
mood that is in direct contrast to the tone of the last couple of days. It is best to hold off starting a new



venture, no matter how compelling it may appear. Whether or not you celebrate Hanukkah, this year
deep connections and conversation rule the mood. Actually, as we approach the Winter Solstice, it is
highly important to “take back” the reverence for this “darkening time”. Our linear-imposed calendar
has fostered a time of shopping and indulgence, but as our collective memory wakes up to our rightful
place in the web of earthly existence, this is a rich period to meditate, reflect and dream.
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Libra, enjoy a museum, music, dance. It may
be lovely to be with someone you love as long as you don’t initiate any major
discussions.

12/21 A playful and erratic streak may upset today's overall mood of intense focus. This is like a
toddler darting in and out of a couple's quiet conversation. Allow yourself the diversion when it
presents itself, because it can shed a new perspective in ways you cannot anticipate. Don't agree to
anything major unless you're really paying attention, and if you can sleep on it, so much the better.

12/22 The Winter Solstice occurs at 12:30 am when the Sun slips into the sign of Capricorn. This is
the shortest day of the year, followed by two more equally long nights. Don't get so caught up in the
holiday buzz that you lose the thread of your path to the mystical. Of course, you can't embrace it and
see it totally; the most we can ever hope for is moments of peace and presence. 

When you awaken, give yourself some moments of prayer, reflection or meditation, whatever suits
you. This conscious “gathering” makes a big difference in how you are able to actualize your plans for
the day (and onward). The moon is VOC* from 4:49 am to 7:03 am ET. Once it enters the sign of
Sagittarius, you may notice a palpable shift. It is possible for you to do all those things on your list
today; make sure that they are all worth your time. This is a couple of days before the New Moon, so
you can be finishing up in tandem with planning to launch new goals. People you meet may be very
influential in the coming months; smile wide and keep your heart open. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course…
in Scorpio, you may find a lost object when you clean or if you’re trying to finish something up you
may have trouble ending it…. might be better to curl up with a mystery, if possible.

12/23 Today may be a cantor instead of yesterday’s full gallop, but the pace is still brisk. Frustration
can peak, especially mid-day; do your best to keep perspective. You don't have to get pulled into a
battle just because someone else is headed there. Make time for however you give thanks or live
spiritually. If this isn't something you've done much, you may find yourself called into religious
celebration either by your own steam or the urging of another. Free your mind of preconceived notions
and allow yourself to simply be in whatever place has called to you. This is not a logical process, but a
mystical one.

12/24 The moon is VOC* from 6:36 am to 8:47 am ET. Once it enters Capricorn, a sense of somber
reflection may run underground during any holiday activities. This doesn't necessarily put a damper on
festivities, but you can be certain this is not a year for carefree celebration. Nonetheless, there are
many signs of calculated generosity and big messages coming through; although well-meant
intentions may not be able to follow-through as planned. The New Moon occurs this Christmas Eve
at 1:06 pm ET at 2° Capricorn 34”.

The Sabian symbol is “The human soul receptive to growth and understanding”. This dovetails
beautifully with the energetic build-up over the past few days, encouraging new beginnings in spiritual
awareness. A Capricorn New Moon encourages you to look at the surface purpose of your existence:
career and finances. This may be an area of stress or satisfaction; regardless, it is an opportunity to
evaluate what new direction you might want to move in this area of life. But the surface purpose is not
necessarily harmonious with the seed.

When the moon is new, you can look at this to determine if what's above ground mirrors what you
have deep within you. If you're highly successful but you are continually striving due to a sense of



lack, now is the time to adjust that. If you're unable to bring in the status and reward that you feel is
your birth-rite, then it's time to open up to new possibilities. Wherever you are on the spectrum, the
Capricorn New Moon offers a new starting line for obtaining a sense of renewed purpose, so that the
surface reflects your inner spark. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Sagittarius you may want to explore but don’t expect to find
anything… keep your eye on the gas tank if you go for a long ramble.

12/25 Christmas Day bodes well for a renewed desire for concrete action. You may wish to celebrate
in a more formal setting than usual this year. In giving thanks and time with loved ones, you may plan
strategies for security. Jupiter goes direct at 5:09 pm ET, which heralds the return of speculative
investments. This promises that shopping after Christmas may well be more spirited than before, if
you enjoy crowds. Jupiter's direct motion also indicates a “green light” to consider new business
ventures, real estate and investments.

12/26 You may feel everything is uphill this morning; don't negotiate or attempt to win someone to your
side at this time. The moon is VOC* at 8:36 am through 12:14 pm ET. Once it enters Aquarius, you
can really move on some of the ideas spawned during the New Moon. The challenge is to pull them
down to earth, but when you collect dependable people to your cause the outcome can be greater
than you imagine. Put yourself in situations where you'll encounter new experiences, network and
perhaps stick your neck out of your comfort zone. The water's fine! *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in
Capricorn, organizing and filing is like a well-oiled clock. You might also like to garden or finish up
some loose ends from work.

12/27 A spirited day for social exchange and inspired visions. Writers, negotiators and communicators
can hit chords of understanding and concepts gain from cogent thought. Those who love logic move
with grace, but the last stroke may well be something more mystical. Enjoy community of like-minded
people or perhaps disparate people with a common bond. Expect the unusual and you will find new
ways of doing things and intriguing people.

12/28 Another good day to work towards a vision or goal. Support is for the taking, especially when
you are comfortable receiving it. The Moon is VOC* as of 4:32 pm through 6:45 pm ET. Once the
moon enters Pisces, an overall sense of conviviality prevails. You may go dancing, enjoy a meditation
group, see a performance, sports event or sing karaoke. Whether it's in your best interest to follow any
invitation that comes your way requires some clear-eyed attention. Depending on the consequences,
this may lead to a lovely evening or an eventual misunderstanding. If your heart is involved, it pays to
know your partner well before riding off into the sunset. Or simply live in the moment, knowing another
kind of moment is sure to follow. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course:… in Aquarius you are apt to get caught up in a
discussion or a cause which has no resolution. This is an excellent time to visit
with friends or bounce around ideas, for pure recreation. 

12/29 A Pisces Moon can make this a wonderful day for creativity, spiritual pursuits and dreams. It's
best to avoid starting a project, but instead focus on one already in motion. This is a perfect day for
enjoying film, a winter sport or snuggling somewhere cozy. Not a day to push, but one to savor.

12/30 If something irritates you this morning, the best course is to ignore it until it dissipates. Easier
said then done, but if you're able to sidestep it, you glide past it. The Moon is VOC* from 8:37 am
through the next morning. Since this is the Friday before New Year's Eve, the only work worth doing is
service-oriented, organization, spiritual or creative. Anything else slips away from productivity. You can
push if you like, but when you look again it's like a sandcastle near the shore. Take your time and look
at the holiday lights. Smile. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Pisces, creativity may be high, if one is already
in the midst of a project. Inspiration is more fluid than electric. This is also an



excellent time to meditate and do conscious prayerwork or volunteer activities.

12/31 The moon enters Aries at 4:48 am ET on New Years Eve. This holiday you may encounter a lot
of strong ideas (or give them yourself). Once again the fire moon of Aries triggers the Cardinal
Catalyst in the sky, adding a combustion to an iconic holiday. Avoid getting penned into resolutions
with dubious chance of success, particularly the ones that include a partner. However, if you really
listen and make a commitment. the long-term results can be magical.


